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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this thesis we consider optimality properties, both small sample 
and asymptotic, of likelihood ratio procedures for goodness of fit testing 
problems. In this connection we consider a testing problem to relate to 
goodness of fit when the distributions of null and alternative hypotheses 
differ in "shape". 
In Chapter II, which contains small sample considerations, we intro­
duce a certain power-slope criterion for goodness of fit testing problems. 
This in fact amounts to working with the familiar risk which is the sum of 
the probabilities of the errors of first and second kinds. Certain Neyman-
Pearson procedures are shown to be minimax for this risk. Other considera­
tions in Chapter il pertain to stringency and the use of a risk equal to 
the probability of the error of the second kind, the latter occurring when 
the error of the first kind is fixed. 
In Chapter I II we present a variety of multivariate large deviations 
results which depend in large part on the properties of cumulant generating 
functions (i.e., the natural logarithms of moment generating functions). 
These are used in Chapter IV for the asymptotic analysis. 
Recent papers treating one-dimensional large deviations are those of 
Bahadur and Rao (l), Chernoff (3) and Sethuraman (12). Hoeffding (8) and 
Sanov (10) have treated the multinomial distribution. Sanov also consi­
dered the general, not necessarily multinomial, case which was recently 
quite thoroughly treated by Borovkov and Rogozin (2). Herr (7) extended 
Hoeffding's work to the case of the multivariate normal distribution. 
Efron and Truax (5) have treated exponential families. 
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Sections A and B of Chapter 111 discuss certain properties of bivariate 
cumulant generating functions. Based on A and B, Section C extends the 
first order portion of (1) to the bivariate case. In Section D we give an 
alternative derivation of the results of Borovkov and Rogozin (2) for distri­
butions with finite support. Finally, Section E presents an aspect of large 
deviations theory for exponential families which is of special interest for 
the asymptotic minimax considerations of Section IV B. 
In Section A of Chapter IV we consider arbitrary discrete null and 
alternative hypotheses. We derive a condition that insures asymptotic 
optimality and hence asymptotic minimaxness of a natural likelihood ratio 
procedure, 'g, in a fairly strong sense. Here, as already motivated in 
Chapter II, the risk is the sum of the probabilities of Type I and Type II 
error. The approach Is illustrated by two examples. 
In Section B we consider exponential families and hypotheses that are 
disjoint subsets of the natural parameter space. We use the same risk as in 
Section A. It is shown that g is asymptotically minimax in a somewhat 
weaker sense than in Section A. 
Prior work related to this is that of L. J. Savage (II) which indicates 
an asymptotic minimax property of maximum likelihood estimates. As to 
testing,Hoeffding, Herr and Efron and Truax have given related results con­
cerning the asymptotic optimality of likelihood ratio tests in the multino­
mial, multivariate normal and exponential family cases respectively. All 
of these consider risk equal to the probability of the error of the second 
kind, with the behavior of the probability of the error of the first kind 
suitably restricted. 
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II. THE SMALL SAMPLE PROBLEM 
A. The Small Sample Problem with Fixed Probability of Type I Error 
A "good" goodness of fit test should be able to distinguish against 
alternatives whose shape is quite close to that of the null distributions. 
Stating this in a different manner, as the alternative becomes quite 
"distinct" from the null the power should increase rapidly. In fact, the 
greater the "slope" of the power "curve" as the alternative gets farther 
away from the null, the better. With this in mind we consider the hypothe­
sis testing situation: 
(0  
HA^ (1-0,-02)^0^*^ ® ®l'®2^° 0 <01+02^1 
where fgCx), f,(x) and fgtx) are three distinct densities. Here the power 
for a test 6(x) is: 
JôCC 1-0,-02)^^0 + Gif; + 02^ 
or, if we wish to consider a criterion of the probability of Type II error, 
we have: 
Pg(01i02) = 1 - J*6[(1-0,-02)^0 * 9|f| "*• ®2^2^ (%) 
which is linear in 0^ and 6^ and has two slopes 
ap 
? 5 -  3 $ ;  = J«'o - I«fi I = '.2 (3) 
the slope in any other direction from 8, = 02 = 0 being a linear combina­
tion of these two. If we take a conservative approach to this problem we 
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might seek to minimize the maximum of these two slopes. With the proba­
bility of Type I error fixed at Of (i.e., J*6fQ= this criterion becomes: 
min maxlPg(OiO), Pg(0*0)) = min maxB% " ® " jGfg} • (4) 
In this form the problem is somewhat intractable. However it may be 
rephrased in the terminology of game theory. Now we have two players, I 
and II, each player having a set of possible strategies. Player I's set is: 
A = [0,1] 
with 0 indicating the choice of fj and I the choice of f^. Player tl's 
set is: 
B = 16(x): 0 g 5(x) ^ 1 Vx, JôfQ = «} . 
The payoff function of the game is: 
R'(5,t) = a - t€A 6€B . 
The sets A and B are the sets of pure strategies for the players. 
Mixed strategies are generated by defining probability measures on A and B. 
Since A consists of two points the measure will be specified by the proba­
bility it gives to either of them. We denote a measure on the space A by 77. 
Later (Theorem 2) we will show that Player II has a minimax strategy 6^ 
which is a member of B (i.e., a pure strategy). Thus it is not necessary to 
consider mixed strategies for Player II. 
it is a property of games that their saddle points (i.e., the minimax 
strategies for Players I and II) are unchanged if a constant, say 1-CK, is 
added to the payoff function. Thus the saddle point for the above game is 
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thé same as that for the game with strategy spaces A and B and payoff 
function 
R(8,4) = 1 - Jôf^ teA ôeB . (5) 
Now we shall show that players I and II have mi nimax strategies. 
From above, any measure îj. on A is uniquely determined by 77j(0) = 1-p. say. 
Using this notation: 
R(6,77J) = j|R(6*'t)dTjj('t) 
» R(6,0)(l-Pj) + R(6,l)pj (6) 
= Pirj6f,-j6f2l + I - . 
Since o 3 p. g I V; there exists a convergent subsequence <p. >j_j and a 
constant p^ such that p. ^ p^ as % + on. Define by Tl^iO) = 1 - p^. 
J 
Then 
. R(6,t7^) = PoCjfifi - fSfz] + ' + jGf; 
= lim R(6,%. ) . 
j 'j 
Thus 
lim inf R(6,rjj ) = R(6,tj^) ôeB (7) 
j 
and A is weakly compact (13> p53). 
Theorem 1 (13)- If the space A is weakly compact, a minimax strategy for 
Player I exists. 
Since knowing p. is equivalent to knowing we shall hereafter denote 
R(6il7j) by R(ô,p;). 
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To show that Player II has a minimax strategy we apply the Weak 
Compactness Theorem (9, p.354) with p. = Lebesgue measure X = R and 33 = 
the Borel sets. Since the class of sets where = (- ™,r), r 
rational, forms a countable number of generators of <&"the set of measurable 
functions 6(x) with 0 ^ 6(x) ^ 1 for all x is compact with respect to weak 
convergence" i.e., for any function g such that Jgt^i exists and for any 
00 00 
sequence there exists a subsequence <S^ >._| and a function g such 
that: 
lim gt^JL = Jôgc^j. . 
I -• CO I 
Thus 
and 
lim = JôfjC^x j = 0,1,: 
i -» oo i J J 
lim [1 - f = 1 - j = 0,1,2 . (8) 
Î -• oo j J J 
For j = 0 J6n f^dpu = a, i=l,2,..., and 
Thus 6eB. 
Theorem 2. A minimax strategy for Player 11 exists. 
Pf. Let <6 > , be a sequence of members of B such that n n=i 
lim max R(6_,t) = inf max R(6,<t) ,Q\ 
" teA 6€B teA ^ ' 
where we use inf instead of min because B contains an infinite number of 
elements. 
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By the Weak Compactness Theorem there exists a subsequence <A . and a 
n; ' ' 
function such that: 
lim R(s = R(6„j<l) 't<îA . 
I -» ® " i ®. 
From above 6 eB. Thus 
o 
Also 
max R(6 i-tr) ^ inf max R(6at) • (10) 
t ° 6 t 
inf max R(ô,<j = lim max R(6 
Ô t n t " 
= lira max R(6 
i I "i 
since convergence of a sequence implies convergence of all its subsequences. 
This quantity is 2 lim R(6 since R(6 tt) ^ max R(6 for all <& in 
i "i "i I "i 
B and .since lim R(6 ft) exists for all teB. This limit is equal to R(6 at) 
i "i ® 
I • 6 • ^  
inf max R(ô,<J 2 R(6 it) teB . 
6 t * 
Since the left hand side of the inequality is independent of t 
inf max R{à»t) & max R(6 ,t) . (II) 
5 t t ° 
From equations (10) and (11) 
inf max R(6,t) = max R(6 ,t), (12) 
6 t t ° 
i.e., 6Q is a minimax strategy for Player II. q.e.d. 
We note that this proof essentially parallels the hint given for problem I 
(9, Chapt.8). 
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Since both players have optimal strategies the game has a saddle point 
with coordinates say, and thus a value. Then 0 i p^ i I and 
We consider several cases: 
1) p^ = 0. Since (fi^iP^) is a saddle point R(6q*Pq) is minimum (inf.) in 
its row and maximum in its column of the payoff matrix, i.e. 
R(5_,0) = inf R(ô,0) 
• 6 
= inf [1 - Jfif^'J 
® 03) 
= 1 - sup JôfJ 
6 
' • j'®NP,l^l 
where 6j^p ^ is the Neyman-Pearson test function for testing H^tfg vs. 
H^:f^ et the a-level. In other words (6^#?^) = (8^p pO) (under certain 
conditions (9^ p.6$)). 
2) p^ = I. Analagously to I) we may show that (under the same conditions) 
6© = 6|^p 2» the Neyman-Pearson level a test function for testing f^ 
vs. fg. 
3) 0 < p^ < 1. Now R(6q*Pq) = ('-Pq)R(6©*0) + p^ R(6q#1) and using half 
of the saddle point condition R(6qiP^j) = max R(6©,p) ^ R(6Q*t) t = 0,1. 
P 
But RCÔqjPq) is a convex combination of R(6©*0) and R(6q,I). Thus 
R(6o,Po) = R(6^,0) = R(6^,l). ' ' (14) 
In other words 
K'l'JVz • 
. ' 
Also 
9 
RCÔojPq) = inf R(6,P^j) 
6 
= inf C(l-p^)(l-Jôf,) + Po(l-j6f2)l 
Ô 
= I - sup {J'ô[('-PQ)f, + p^fg]} • (15) 
6 
Thus Ôq is the solution to the problem of maximizing + p^fg] 
subject to Jôfj = j'ôfg and JôfQ = 05. This problem has the same solution as 
the problem of maximizing JôCfj+fg) subject to Jôfj = Jgfg and Jgfg = a. 
can be found by using the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma. If we 
express the first constraint as fôCfj-fg) = 0 and apply the Lemma we obtain: 
p when fj(x) + fgCx) > K^f^Cx) + KgCfiCx) - fgtx)! 
6o(x) = < 
1^0 when f^(x) + fgfx) < K^f^fx) + K^Cf^ (x) - fjCx)] 
!
1-K, 1+K, 
I when fqtx) < ^i (*) (-j^) + 
I-K, l+K, 
0 when f^fx) > f { (x) ("Yj—) + ^~K—) 
Since (ô^jP^) is a saddle point we have from (15) 
'^(Go'Po) = ' - f6[(1-Po)fi + Po^2^ 
6 
where ôj^p ^ is the most powerful level a test function for testing 
vs. ('"Pq)f 1 + Pq^2 obtained by the Neyman-Pearson Lemma 
fl when fo(x) < K(l-p^)fj(x) + Kp^f2(x) 
M 
# lo when f^fx) > K(l-p^)fj(x) + Kp^fgtx) 
10 
Under certain conditions (9, p.65) 6md 's the only function which 
' ^ o 
achieves this maximum. If the maximum is unique 6 (x) = (x) a.e. and 
or 
Since K > 0 and 0 < p^ < 1, Kj > 0 and -1 < Kg < I. 
Having demonstrated that this game is completely determined we may 
give an algorithm for its solution: 
^ J®NP,I^2 ^NP,2' J^NP,2^2 ^ j'^NP,2^r ^hen 
Neyman-Pearson solution to the problem of maximizing f6(f|+fo) subject 
l+K, ' 
to Jôfg = a and Jôf, = J5f2' Then(6^,p^) = iày-^—) -
Thus the solution is obtained by applying either the "simple" or the 
generalized form of the Neyman-Pearson Lemma and the minimax test function 
is a "simple" Neyman-Pearson test function, i.e., it can be obtained by 
applying the "simple" Neyman-Pearson Lemma to get a test of f^ vs. the 
appropriate (simple) alternative hypothesis. 
(^o'^o^ (GNP,2'*)' 
3) 'f J^NPJ^l ^ Kp,1^2 jV,2^2 > I*NP,2fl V Generalized 
11 
Having enumerated the several possible saddle points we can give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for each of them to be the saddle point: 
i) (Sg/Po) - (GNP,|'0)<p=&R(6^p j,0) ^ and R(5^p 2^*) 
< R(6Mp 2'0) 
R(GNp^|,0) < RfG^p ,,1) and RCS^p g'l) 
s RfS^p 2'0) 
3) (Vo) = <5nP,p/o^'0<Po<' < R(6Mp,,,l) and RCSup,;'') 
< RtG^p 2'0) 
4) (ô^jP^) = (ÔNp^,0) or (6Np,2'1)<3=>R(6Np,,,0) and 
R(6^p 2^0 ^ KfGwp 2jO) 
in this case R(6jjp^,^0) > R(6fjp^,il) ^ '^(6^p^2''^ ^ 
^R(6|^pj^0). Thus 
^^G^p 2'1) ' 
i.e., both saddle points have the same payoff; we know this must be 
true if a game has more than one saddle point. 
Now let us generalize the problem and test 
X ^  fgtx) 
K K K 
vs. H.:X _ (1 - Z 0.)fn(x) + Ee.f.(x) 6. a 0 0 < E 9. ^ 1 (17) 
^ i=l ' " i=l ' ' ' 1 ' 
where for any test function 6, Jsfg = a and fQ,f^...,f^ are K + 1 distinct 
densities. The probability of Type II error is: 
K K 
" ' - J'sC(l-S9j)fQ + S G.f;] 
12 
1 2 We want to find the test that maximizes min{P 
o 0 
P^(0,...jO)] where 
0 
p (o,...,o) = —s—! !S-
0  ^ — — G | ^ — 0  
Thus 
6" ' ' ' ' 30; 
= a - Jôfj 
max min{P (0,.....,0)} 
0 0 
= max min{a - j6f^,.../% - [6f%] . (18) 
Again we rephrase the problem in game theory terms. The strategy 
space for Player II is unchanged while the space for Player I becomes: 
A' = (0,1,...,K-1) . 
The payoff function is 
R'(6j't/) = OC - &EA' 56B 
The above comments about mixed strategies for Player 11 are again valid. 
Mixed strategies for Player I are measures defined over K points (i.e., 
%^0),%(l),...y%(K-l). The proof given above (Theorem 2) applies here and 
shows that Player 11 has a (pure) minimax strategy. We will not change the 
minimax strategies for either player if we add a constant (l-ct) to the 
payoff function. The new payoff function is: 
R(6,t) = 1 - Jôf^^, -UA' 6eB . (19) 
The set of Player I's mixed strategies is 
K-1 
[n: T7(i) SO i = 0,1,...,K-1; Z T?(i) = 1} 
0 
and 
13 
R(6,%) = J R(6jt)dT)(t) 
A' 
K-1 
-tpO 
Consider a sequence ^ of measures on A' or equivalently a sequence of 
points in where pP^ = r?j(i). As above we 
shall denote R(6y%) by R(ôji^) where £= (p^,...p|^_p and p. = %(i). Each 
of these points are in the set 
K-1 
C = {p:p = (p ,...,p ,):p;SO i = 0,1,...,K-1; S p. = 1} 
^ o i\" II 0 
which is compact (if we use the usual Euclidean metric as the distance 
(j ) 
function). Thus there exists a subsequence <p , and a point p^^^eC 
(j ) (j ) ~ I 
such that p p(°) as m -> <». Thus p. p(°^ and 
II
(j ) K-1 j 
lim R(6,P ) = lim E R(6,t)p, 
m -• 00 ~ m -» <» lr=Q 
K-1 , \ 
= S R(5,t)p;°^ 
= R(6,p(°)) , 
i.e., C is weakly compact and by Theorem 1 a minimax strategy for Player I 
exi sts. 
Since both players have minimax strategies the game has a saddle point 
(6oj7?q) and thus a value. There are several possibilities for the saddle 
point: 
1) rjgU) = I 0 3 t 3 K-1 
14 
% i j )  = 0 }  ¥  ^  
Now R(Ôqj77q) = R(6Q,t) ' 
= inf R(6,t) 
6 
= inf [1 -
6 
' ' I^NPj-t+l^t+l (20) 
where 6|^p is the Neyman-Pearson level CK test function for testing 
fo 'S- tt+l-
has positive values at exactly two integers say r and s. Let i^^(r) = 
P then 77q(s) = I - p, and TJ^O) = 0 j r,s. 
R(6oj17q) = inf R(6j77q) 
5 
= inf [pR(6,r) + (1-p)R(5,s)] 
6 
= inf [1 - pj6fr+, - (I-P)f5fs+,] 
6 
= 1 - sup JôCpf^^., + (1-p)fs+,] 
6 
Thus 6^ is the Neyman Pearson level a test function for testing H^zf^ 
vs. + (l-p)fg^p But since p is unknown is unknown and we 
can't find 6^- However since is a saddle point 
R(6ojT7o) = sup R(6^,17) . (21) 
V 
Let TJ^ be defined by T]^'^^(j) = t = 0,1,...,K . By (21) 
R(6o^*?o) ^ R(6Q,%(^)) 
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But RCÔqjTJq) is a convex combination of and RCÔqjI?^^^). 
Thus: 
R(6QJ17O^ ~ R(5o/n^ ^) ~ RCÔqjTJ^ ^) • (22) 
From (22) 
R(6 ,17^"^^) = R(5„JT>^^^) 
or 
K^+1 " Kfg+I . 
We conclude that 5^ is a solution to the problem of maximizing 
J6(pfj.^l + (l-p)fg+]) subject to the constraints Jôfg = <x and Jôf^.^^ = 
Jôfg^p This is equivalent to the problem of maximizing J^(f^^| + f^^^) 
subject to Jôfp = oc and which may be solved by applying 
the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma; the value of p can be found as 
above. 
If has positive values at exactly t integers (3 ^ t ^ K) the'analy­
sis is analagous to that above. We have more constraints, t, when 
applying the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma but we also have more 
unknown values of %^(i),t-1. 
An algorithm for the solution of this game is: 
Find 6|^p ^. If R(ô^p ,,0) = max R(6|^p j^Tj) then the saddle point is 
/ \ ' 77 ' 
(ô^p |j77 ). This maximum is rather easy to find since the payoff 
R(6jT7) is, for any 6 and 17* just a convex linear combination of 
nax R(6,?7) = ma: 
Î7 I 
R(6,??^^^)t = 0,...,K-1. Thus m x R(ô,%^^^) for any 6 and 
in particular for 6^p p 
16 
2) If max R(6NP,|'%) ^ ^NP,2* " 
max 2'%) then (Ôq^TJ^) = < 
max R(6^p find gj^p y Continue in this manner until the saddle 
point is found or all . i=l,2,...,K are exhausted. (Of course as 
soon as we find a saddle point we stop.) 
3) If none of the 6|^p • produce a saddle point take all pairs of integers 
i and j (i < j) between 1 and K, find the Generalized Neyman-Pearson 
solution for each pair, (i.e., maxj6(f.+fj) subject to J6f. = J'ôfj and 
jgf^ = cc) and check if this solution, 6.j say, is one coordinate of a 
saddle point. (From above all we need do is show R(6^j,i) = R(6*.,j) s 
R(6;;,'t) t ^  i,j). If it is, we can find r? by finding M (i) = p. As 
J l+Kg ° ° 
above p = — . Then 77^(j) = l-p,iT^(t)= 0 I ^ i,j. 
4) If we still have not found a saddle point we next consider all sets of 
three (distinct) integers in the same way, then all sets of four, etc., 
up to the set of all K integers at the same time. 
There may be more than one saddle point but the payoff at each will be 
the same. Thus the order in which the above steps are performed is actually 
irrelevant. They are listed in order of increasing complexity. 
We might hope that in the solution of the above game we do not have to 
resort to the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma; in other words we hope that: 
*(GNP,i+l'') 
inf max R(6,i) 
6 i 
= 1 (23) 
i.e., the saddle point occurs at a value of rj which is not a mixture of the 
two pure strategies. However the following example shows that this is 
generally not the case. 
17 
Suppose that the densities in the above game are: 
2 
' \IZn 
V2« 
and that a = .05. Then 
p X > 1.64 
«NP,,<*) = ^ 
10 X ^ 1.64 
*NP,2(*) 
I X < -1.64 
.0 X s-1.64 
The only possibilities for pure saddle points are (s^p ^0) and (s^p gj*)» 
If (6|^p ]jO) is a saddle point then 
R(6„p^,,O) = 
But 
= 1 - Pf (X > 1.64} 
^1 
= 1 - P. [X> .64} 
0 
= .739 
18 
and 
R(6^p^l J) J®NP,1^2 
= 1 - P, CX > 1.64] 
^2 
= 1 - P, {X > 2.64] 
0 
= .99 . 
Thus (6|^p |,0) is not a saddle point. If (g^p g;*) is a saddle point then 
But 
and 
max R(6jjp^2''Î^ 
*(GNP,2'*) 
" J'^NP,2^2 
- Pr {X < -1.64] 
^2 
- Pf {X < -.64} 
o 
739 
" J'®NP,2^1 
- Pf {X < -1.64} 
^1 
(25) 
= .99 . 
Therefore this game does not have a pure saddle point. To find the saddle 
point we apply the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma with the constraints 
J6fi = Jôfg and Jôfg = a 
19 
f 1-K_ 1+Kg 
1 fpCx) < 
6o(x) = 
]o fg (x) > 
l-K_ 1+K, 
Each expression below is equivalent to the one following it: 
1-K, 1+K, 
fo(x) 
. |! .toi! ,.K . I2±!l! hk, 
e ^ < e (-T^) ^ e (nq^) 
, < e ' . e (-^) 
X " T l-K? V ' "o l+K? 
I < e* [e ^-j^)] + e-*[e ^(-j^)] (26) 
- 7 l-Ko - 2 l+K? 
If e (—r—)> 0 and e (—r—) > 0 equation (26) defines a region of the 
•^1 *^1 
form 
{x : x< C, < o or X > C, > 0} 
By trying various values for Cj and Cg we can find such a region which 
satisfies the above constraints: 
{ x :  X < -1.96 or X > 1.96] 
To find p we note that at x = - I.96 and I.96 we have 
1 = e^[e" ^(^)] + e-*[e" ^(^)] 
^1 "^1 
- \ l-Kg - \ l+K-
i.e. l = 7.I[e ^(-K-^O] + .14 [e (-j^)] 
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K= .I4[e +7.1 [e (-j^)] 
Thus 
ifl. 
17.1 
. 14 7:11 
= .138 
7.1 1 1 
. 14 1 1 
7.1 .141 
. 14 7.1 
= .138  
and 
or 
l-Kg l+Kg 
Ki K, 
from which 
Thus 
Kg = 0 
1+K, 
Pq ° ~ ° -5 
and the optimal strategy for Player I is Tt^iO) = 17^(0 = «5. The value 
of this game is 
^o'''o' 2 " 2 "^"o 
= .83 
R(6_,T?J = i R(6„,0) + Y R(6„.1) 
> max 
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B. The Small Sample Problem with Arbitrary Probability 
of Type I Error 
if instead of just X we had a sample of size n the tests would be the 
n f,(X.) 
analogous ones, e.g., 6|^p j(X^,...,X^) = 14=»H ^ (x.) ^ ''n a* Having found 
a minimax test (of a certain type) for samples of size n it is natural to 
ask about its asymptotic properties (e.g., consistency). There are two 
difficulties we encounter immediately in considering asymptotic properties: 
1) For a fixed n the minimax test is one of three possible tests. As n 
changes the minimax test may change from say 6^p j to 6j^p 2 to the 
Generalized Neyman-Pearson test. Thus we may be considering the asymp­
totic behavior of a test that oscillates among three tests as n changes. 
2) Even if we could show that the minimax test did not oscillate as n 
changed, 5 = , for all n say, the minimax test would still depend 
' n f,(X;) 
on a constant (e.g., 6^p^j (X^,.. .,X^) = I44|n^ TTjTJ" ^  ^n,a^ which 
depended on n and a. The asymtotic behavior of 5^ would depend upon 
the asymptotic behavior of this constant which might be difficult to 
ascertain. 
To avoid at least part of this difficulty we drop the restriction that 
JôfQ = Où and consider the above game with variable probability of Type I 
error. Since both Type I and Type II errors are now varying we will need 
a new risk function. We have noted that adding a constant to the risk 
function does not change the location (or existence) of minimax strategies 
for either player. Thus in the previous game we would have obtained the 
same 6 and « had we used O 'O 
R(6jT7) = P{Type II error} 
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or 
R(6jTj) = P[Type 11 error} +a 
= P[Type II error] + P{Type I error} 
It is with this in mind that we define the risk for the variable O! game to 
be: 
R](6yt) = P{Type II error} + PlType I error} 
- ' - fsft+l + Ts'o 4 . 0.1 . (27) 
The strategy spaces for the variable oc game are A and 
B" = {6: 0 3 6 3 1} 
Mixed strategies are as defined above. Similarly to the above no mixed 
strategies on the space B" are needed. Also 
Ri(6,rjj) = drfjU) 
= R](6,0)(1-p.) + R,(5,1)P; 
= (1-Pj)[l - J6f, + j'Sfg] + p. [1 - J^fg + j'afg] 
= 1 + JSfo • 
Proceeding as in the fixed a game we can show that the space A is weakly 
compact and Player I has a minimax strategy. 
To show that a minimax strategy for Player II exists we can apply the 
proof we used in the fixed-CK game deleting equation (8) and in place of it 
noting that lim ffi f.= fg f. j = 0,1,2 implies that 
•  V  n  *  J  y O J  
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'!" [' - K.f<, + K.V = ' - K't + J»ofo ^ = ''2 
I I I 
i.e., limR(fi^ ,-t) = R(6Q,4) t = 0,1 
i i 
Since both players have optimal strategies the game has a saddle point, 
say (p^,6Q), and thus a value. We consider several cases: 
1) Pg = 0. Now 
Rl(6o^Po) = inf Ri(6,PQ)  
6 
= inf R,(6,0) 
6 
= inf [1 - j*6f, + J'afg] 
6 
= 1 - sup J5(f, - fg) 
6 
from which we conclude that 
1 when f|(x) - fgCx) > 0 
ô„(x) = 
0 otherwise 
or 
6o(x) = 
f,(x) 
f j(x) 
j "hen ^ I 
(28) 
i.e., the test function is a likelihood ratio function. 
2) p^ = 1. Analagously to 1) we may show that 
So*"* ° 
r. K ' I 1 when 
0 when 
i(x) 
fo(x) ^ ' 
foCx) 
' 
(29) 
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3) 0 < Pg < I. Now R,(6Q,PQ) = PQ R|(6q,0) + (l-p^) and as 
before (fixed-O! case) 
R^(6QJPQ)  =  R^(ÔQJO)  =  RJCôq j I )  .  (30 )  
From equation (30) 
' - r6„f, + r6„f„ = I - Kfj + j'6„fo 
or 
I^o^l " . 
Since (6^,P^) is a saddle point RitG^fPg) = inf R(6*PQ) subject to 
J6f, - JSfj or 
*l(Go'Po) " '"f R,(6,PQ) 
Ô 
= inf {pjl - Jôf, + JôfQ] + (l-Po)Cl - Jôfj + Jôfg]} 
6 
= inf {1 + Jôfp - p^ J6f, - (I-Pq) Jôfg} 
6 
= inf {I + Jôfg - pj6f, - (l-p^) J6f,} 
6 
•  i n f  { I  - K "  J 6 f , l  
6 
= 1 - sup J6(f, - fg) 
6 
Thus by reasoning as in the fixed-o: case 6^ 'S the solution to the problem 
of maximizing JôCfj'fg) subject to Jôf^ = Jôfg or equivalently the problem 
of maximizing JôCfi+fg'^f^) subject to Jôfj = Jëfg. By applying the 
Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma 
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or 
[l when fj(x) + fgfx) - 2fQ(x) > K(fj(x) - f^Cx)) 
Ip when f,(x) + fgCx) - 2fQ(x) s K(fj(x) - fgW) 
1 when fj(x) (-^) + fjCxX*^) > f^Cx) 
6o(x) = 
^ when f J (x) ("^^) + f 2(x)(-^) ^  fo(x) 
(31) 
C. Stringency 
Having found a minimax test for vs. we are now interested in 
finding a most stringent test. Specifically, we wish to find a level Of 
test function Ô which minimizes 
max 
aOj ae, asj asj 
01=02=0 
where fi^jp^ and have been defined previously. Evaluating derivatives 
we may write this as 
min «•ax{J'6„p,f, - jsf, , " JSfj) (32) 
if we put this in game theory terms A and B will be as above and the pay­
off (or risk) function will be: 
(33) 
Mixed strategies are as above; none is needed for Player II and they are 
defined as above for Player I. The proofs that Players I and II have 
minimax strategies proceed similarly to those in Section A of Chapter II. 
Thus our new game has a saddle point (and a value). Denoting the saddle 
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point by (ô^jP^) we have several possibilities: 
1) p^ = 0. Now Rg^Go'^o) '"f R2(5o'0) 
6 
° '"'[JVi'i - I«f|] 
6 ' 
= 0 when 6„ - 6^., • 
2) PQ= >• Proceeding as in 1) 6^ = ô^pg-
3) 0 < p^ < 1. By reasoning as in Section A of Chapter II we may show 
that 
*2(*o'Po) " *2(60'°) " *2(60'*) ' 
i.e., 
J®NP,1^1 " I^o^l " J®NÇ2^2 " J^o^Z • (34) 
Also 
*2(*o'Po) " 
6 
•nf f, - Jôfjl + PoCj^NgZ^2 " 
6 
= + PJ«N|Z^2 • :"P[Ts[('-Po)f| * 
6 
Lemma 1; The problem of maximizing j6t(l~PQ)fj + 9^'^^ subject to (34) and 
fôfg = 05 is equivalent to the problem of maximizing J^tf^+fg) 
subject to 64), and Jôfg = #. 
Pf.: Let us rewrite (34) as 
J^o^l " 1*0^2 " J®NP,2^2 . 
Given that (34) holds for some 6 
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J6(f,+f2) = 2j6f2 + " I®NÇ2^2 
Then, since Jôj^pj f j - J6nÇ2^2 constant, maximizing JôCfj+fj) 
subject to (34) and Jôfg = OC is equivalent to maximizing Jôfg 
subject to (34) and Jôfg = (%. Again given (34) and Jôfg # 
+ PoJ®^2 
= J*6f2 + ('"Po^tJ^NÇl " J^NÇzV 
Since is fixed,maximizing J5C(1~PQ )^] + Pq^Z^ subject to (34) 
and Jôfg = (% is equivalent to maximizing J^fg subject to the same 
two constraints. Both problems are equivalent to the same problem 
and hence to each other, q.e.d. 
We can find max J'6(fj+f2) such that (34) and Jfif^ = Ct hold by using 
the Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma. Call the resulting test function 5^. 
Then 
1 when fj(x) + f2(x) > Kj (f2(x)-f, (x)) + K^f^ (x) 
6g(x) = ' 
J) when fj(x) + f2(x) < Kj (f2(x)-f j (x)) + K2fQ(x) , 
I.e. r 1+K, 1-K, 
1 when fo(x) < 
63 (x) = ^ 
l+K, 1-K, 
0 when fQ(x) > fj(x)(-j^—) + ^2^^) ^ 
Similarly to Section A of Chapter II we may, under certain conditions (9, 
p.65), equate a.e.ô^ to by the Neyman-Pearson test function for testing 
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vs. (l-p^)f^(x) + p^fgCx) 
If we do this and 
6^(x) = 
we obtain 
1 when fpCx) < K(l-p^)f^(x) + Kp^fgCx) 
0 when fgCx) > K(l-p^)fj(x) + Kp^f2(x) 
P_ = 
1-K, 
o 2 
S i nee K > 0 and 0 < p^ < 1 Kg > 0 and -1 < < 1. 
An algorithm for the solution of this game is: 
1) Find If RgtGNSI'O) = 0 = sup ^hen (6^^) =(6^51.0)-
But 
Py^NP,2^2 " J^NÇiy 
which will usually (9j p.65) be positive for all p ^ 0. Thus (ô^jP^) = 
unlikely. 
2) If < max R2^®NI»rP^ f'nd Again (ÔQ^PQ) = (6^152''^ 
uniikely. 
3) If max Rg^Gwpji'P) '^2^®NÇ2''^ < max R2^®N^2'P^ 
6g. Then 
(«o'V ° (63,^). 
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III. MULTIVARIATE LARGE DEVIATIONS 
A. Convexity of the tn of a Moment Generating Function for a 
Random Variable whose Distribution has Finite Support 
It will be useful for some of the asymptotic considerations in Chapter 
IV, to state and derive certain facts concerning bivariate large deviations. 
All of these can be extended to K dimensions in a straightforward manner. 
The first fact concerns the strict convexity of the log of a bivariate 
moment generating function (p, a fact to be used below which is demonstrated 
under certain regularity conditions. These essentially concern the legiti­
macy of differentiations under the integral sign. 
Denote by S the region of Eg on which <p is finite. Let 
under the integral sign. Then the strict convexity of ^ is equivalent to 
the positive définiteness of the matrix 
have 
^(tptg) = tn ^(tjjtg) 
20 02 11 
second order derivatives j/) , ij) and 0 obtainable by differentiation 
(1)  
for al 1 (tptg) . 
The are computed as follows: 
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where 
*''= ioo} - [{oo}][-(oo^ 
: : t,X + t,Y 
(ij) = E[x'Y^e ^ ] 
Suppose (X,Y) has density p(x,y). Then 
20 e P(x,y) dxdy 
t x+t,y 
JJe p(x,y) dxdy 
t,x+t,y 
JJxe p(x,y) dxdy 
t,x+t y 
JJe p(x,y) dxdy 
tiX+t-y 
2 e P(x.y) 
JJ' 
tjU+tzV dxdy -
p(u,v)dudv 
t^x+t^y 
rrx g p(X,Y) 
JJ t,u+t„v dxdy 
JJe ' ^ p(u,v)dudv 
= JJ'x^p"(x,y)dxdy - Cj*jxp"(x,y)dxdy] 
= var(x) 
where the density p'(x,y) is defined by: 
P (xjy) = 
tjX+tgy 
p(x,y) 
t^U+tgV 
e p(u,v)dudv JJ' 
Similarly we can show that with respect to this density: 
.02 y V j/) = var(y) 
j|)ll= cov(x,y) 
Thus equation (1) represents a covariance matrix. Finally, since p(x,y) 
and p (x,y) are singular together, (X,Y) having a non-singular distribution 
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implies that the matrix in equation (1) is non singular (and thus positive 
definite) for every (tpt^). (We shall say that (U,V) with distribution G 
has a singular distribution if no point is in the interior of the convex 
hull of the support of G. This means that U and V are perfectly corre­
lated.) 
B. Finite Minima of the Moment Generating Function 
In order to derive our large deviations results we need some more 
properties of the moment generating function, namely we need to know when 
it has a finite minimum. We consider a random variable (X,Y) whose distri­
bution has support Qj. Let 0(0;) be the convex hull of Qj and let Q. be 
the support of (X.,Y.). Let F be the distribution function of (X,Y). 
Lemma 1 : If C(Oj) contains a neighborhood in each quadrant of R then there 
exists an integer m such that contains a neighborhood in each quadrant. 
Pf.: C(Qj) contains a neighborhood in each quadrant => C(0;) contains a 
sphere, say S, in quadrant Q, centered at x =>3 x,, x_, x_ € 0, and 0. ^ 3 3 I z 3 I I 
0 i=l,2,3 > S 0. = 1 and S 0.x. = x => 36 > 0, rational numbers oc. 
1 ' 1 ' ' ' 
i=l,2,3 and N. a neighborhood of x. i=l,2,3 3-max|0.-a. |<6 and y. e N. 
I I i ' ' K. ' ' 
1=1,2,3 => Z a.y. € S. Since the CUi are rational3 m> a. = -jjj i=l,2,3. 
i 
Let m = and suppose X;,...,X^ € Nj ; Xj^ ^^,...,x^ e Ng and 
I 1 1 2 _ 
X» ^ ^ ,,...,x. € N_. Then, denoting the mean of the i group x^ , 
_n"*^2 ^ 3 K. i 
X. e N. iel,2,3 which means that x = % — x,. e S. Since the probability 
i\j I m ] m ix. 
of the X.'s being in the indicated neighborhoods is positive, the proba­
bility that X € S is also positive, q.e.d. 
m ^ 
We can now state the conditions for the moment generating function to have 
a finite minimum. 
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Lemma 2: If contains a neighborhood in each quadrant then the moment 
generating function of (XjYj&pftjftg)) is minimized at finite (tjjtg). 
Pf-: V £ > 0 define g = {(x,y): x s É, y ^ 
^2,£ ^ C(x,y): X ^ -€,y s gj 
^ ^ -ë,y ^ -e} 
= l(x,y): X s£,y -e] . 
Then since Qj contains a neighborhood in each quadrant3£> 0 3" O^AQ.. 
0 i = 1,2,3,4, i.e., P[0. J > 0 i = 1,2,3,4. Then If t, > 0, t. > 0 
I jO • / 
00 eo t,X+t«y 
= <f I ® ^ dF(x,y) 
t,x+t_y 
s J je dF(x,y) 
4|,E 
(tj+tgjminfx/y) 
J Je dF(x,y) 
^i,e 
(t,+tje 
s e ' ^ j* JdF(X'y) 
(tj+tgiE 
= e 
(t +t2xr 
and e PiQ,j g} -» a> as tj " or t2 "• ® 
Similarly using g, ^ and g we can show that <p(tj,t2) -» <» as 
t^ -» + 00 or tg "* + 00. Also by using the above result and the analagous 
7 2 2 6 C j t 4 G ^1 * *2 ^ 
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(p(t,,t.) >1 + 6. Since we know (p(0,0) =1, inf <p(t,,t_) must occur inside 
• ^ t,,t2 ' ^ 
this circle. Furthermore sinceipft^^tg) is a continuous function and since 
{(ti^tg): Vt^ + tg i r} is compact (pftiftg) not only has an inf it has a 
minimum in this circle, q.e.d. 
Lemma 3: if C(O^) contains a neighborhood in each quadrant thenipftjjtg) is 
minimized at a finite ^Tg). 
Pf.: By Lemmas 1 and 23 m3"the moment generating function of (X^,Y^), say 
minimized at finite ((0^,(1)2) « But 
11 t A m 
=  t < p ( ~  '  — •  
«), (1)2 
Thus if )j) is minimized at ((1)^,(1)2) (0 is minimized Tj = ~ j T2 = q.e.d 
C. Bivariate Extension of Bahadur and Rao's Results 
One method for evaluating the bivariate first quadrant probabilities 
that we shall encounter in Chapter IV is to generalize the results of . 
Bahadur and Rao(l). We consider a random variable (X,Y) and use the nota­
tion of Section B. 
Theorem 1 If C(fîj) contains a neighborhood in each quadrant then <p(tj,t2) 
is minimized at a finite (T^^Tg). If Tj > 0 Tj > 0 (a necessary condition 
for this is that (E(X), E(Y))not be in the first quadrant) then: 
n  "  "  1 / 7  
P{X^ s 0, s 0} = p na,(%2 J I exp{-n[a,v,+a2V2]}' 
- Hj,(vj,0) - H^(0,V2) H^(0,0)]dVjdV2 (2) 
where • 
P = V>(T,,T2) 
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os. = ct.T. i = 1,2 I .1 I ' 
a. - var(Z.) î = 1,2 
z_ z. 
, "2 "I T aU'y 
Gtz^iZg) ~ 7 J* J* ® dF(x,y) is the distribution function 
of (Z ,Z ) 
^2k 
= distribution function of ( |y^—, "TTz—) ' 
n a j n Og 
We also assume that Gfz^jZg) has a density gCz^^Zg). 
Pf.: Proceeding analagously to (|) we introduce the variables Zj and Zg. By 
mimicking the proof of Lemma 1 of (1) we can show that 
E(Z.)=0 
0 < var(Z.) < » i = 1,2 
and 
var(Z.) = i = 1,2 
" ^ 2 
1 ^ <p(tJjtg) 
covCZj'Zg) = at, atg 
t, = T,, tg - Tg 
Define a. = a.T. i = i,2. 
I I I 
Z, « Z.2 Z. 
Let (, ), (_ ) be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v. and let 
^21 ^22 ^2n 
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with H (v,,v_) being the distribution function of (•/")* i.e., 
' "2n 
Then 
H„(V|,V2) = P{U|^< V,,U2„< . 
PIX^ 2 0, z 0) . Pi^(*') + ... + (*")] a (J)} 
1 n 
X, . 
= P{(y') + ... + (y") a („)] 
1 n 
X. 
= P{w^ + ... + 6(i,} where W. = (y') and Q, 
is the first quadrant 
= JJ ndF(w,) ... dF(w^) where 
dF(wj) = dF(x.,y.) i = I,...,n 
From the definition of GCz^z^): 
dGCz^jZ^) = dFCz^jZ^) 
X Z 
Thus changing coordinates from = (y ) to g. = (_ ) we have 
' i ' 2i 
-(T^Ez ^ . hT^ SZ ^ J )  
P|;x„ ^ 0,9. a 0] = p" n n- dG(zn,Z2,)... dG(z,n,Z2n 
^21 ^2n ' 
"r^î T, 
= P JJ JJe dG(a,)...dG(^) where % = (^) . 
ai+'-'+an^a^ ^ 
Now let us transform to ^ g,. Here |J| = 1 and 
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- T ' u  n  
PIX„ ï 0,Y^ ï 0} = p"rj..j'j'e ~~'dGCa,-5 ' 
Since the distribution function G has density g 
"îii 
'''*n ^°'^n ^  • ""W-ff® '9(a,-§K;)9(%2)-- 9(4,)4K|-- ' 
Consider the part of the integral which depends on 
J'j9<^rSiii-il2^9(u2)du2 . 
RZ 
n 
This is just the convolution of - Z jJ. with which yields the density 
n 3 
of All - 2 U ' Next we consider the part of the integral which depends on 
-3 
,rj" sCu, - giJi - «3) 30J3)<'% • 
a" 
Again this is the convolution of JU^ - ^ jU. with and yields the density 
of Ijjj - Continuing in this manner and denoting the density of by 
h^Cu^) we have: 
-T'^j 
% O'^n 3 0] = P" If ® ~ ~ hgtu,)»!*, . 
Now let us perform the transformation • 
V 1 1/2 
n aj 
v„ = "12 
n Og 
2  _ l / 2  
Then 
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-T'^i 
ptx„ s 0. ^ 01 = p" rr « "HoOiiW) • 
J!««, 
But 
dH^(u,(v)) = P[n1/2c,v, < U,, < (v^+A/,); 
n'^^CT2^2 ^ "l2 2*^2^^ 
1/2 
since Uj. = n o^v. i = 1,2. This can also be written 
"ll "l2 
= ^ ITT- 'i+Af,: «2 < -Î72— < V^25 
n (T| n (Tg 
= P{v, < V, < Vg < Vg < V2+A/2) 
= dHn(v) 
and 
r^,W = T,n'/2a,v, + Tgn'/ZpgVg 
= n'^^COjVj + (XgVg] 
= g'% 
Thus 
1/2 
P{\ ^ 0,Y^ s 0} = p"]*; e"" ^'^dH^W 
}L^^] 
1/2 
= p"nV" . 
o o 
Since G has a density g, has a density h and 
1/2 00 00 -n ' (a,v,-KX,vJ 
P{X^ ^ 0,y^ ^ 0} = p";  e hn(Vl'V2)dv,dv2 
o o 
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Now by integrating by parts twice, once with respect to each variable, we 
obtain equation (2). q.e.d. 
Having obtained this somewhat cumbersome formula we can show that the 
dominant part of it is p". 
Lemma 4 P{X^ a 0, 2 0} s p" Vn. 
Pf.: Similar to the proof of the analagous fact in one dimension (I), q.e.d. 
Lemma 5 VpSkO < p < p P{X a 0, Y a 0} a p". for all sufficiently large O O II It - o 
n. 
Pf.; We first note that 1 im H^fVi^Vg) = where "S the 
distribution function of a bivariate normal distribution with mean (q) and 
covariance matrix the identity matrix evaluated at Let > 0 and 
^2 > 0. Then if we let 1^ denote everything on the right hand side of (2) 
except p" we have: 
"  «  1 /2  
In ^ J J* exp(-n ' [a,v,4a2V2]}CHn(v,,V2)-Hn(v,,0)-Hn(0,V2)+Hn(0,0)]. 
^naia2CHn(€i,€2)-Hn(^l,0)-Hn(0,f2)+Hn(0,0)]j'"J* exp{-nY^Ca,Vj-»a2V2]}-
^1^2 
dv^dvg 
log ^ log n'/2 + log[Hn(g,(6,,0)-Hn(0,62)+Hn(0,0)]-n1/2[a,6,40=222] 
and, dividing by n'^^ 
r'/: 
Thus 
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n'^^^log 1^ n"'^^log + n"log[H^(6,,6^-H^(6,,0)-H^(0,62)+H^(0,0)] 
-(a,(, + OgSg) . (3) 
As n -* <n the first and second terms on the right hand side •* 0 and gre 
negligible with respect to the third term on the right hand side. There­
fore we can approximate ( 3 ) by 
n"1/2 log a +«2^2^ 
Thus \ 
lim inf{n '^^log 1^3 & *^2^2^ 
But can be written. 
'n ° hobl)*!, 
«1 
«1 
:S 1 
"1/2 
and since 6^ and are arbitrary it follows that n log 1^ = o (1). 
Hence by Theorem I 
n '-log P{X^ ^ 0, a: 0} = log p +o(l) 
i 
and this is equivalent to the desired result, q.e.d. 
D. Moment Generating Functions and Multivariate Large Deviations 
1. Multinomipl large deviations 
Consider a k-nomial random variable = (n|,...,n^) with parameters N 
and£= {pj,...yp,^), p> 0: 
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Pin, = v,.....n,^= np. ' JiL k V, 
1 
where v. i = I,...,k are any non-negative integers whose sum is N. Con­
sider the region 
S 
k 
whe"9 Z is the open k simplex [x: Z x. = 1,x. > 0,i = with ^  = 
(x|,...,x^), is the set of k-vectors whose coordinates are multiples of 
-1 k k 
N and R is the region {x: Z a..x. & 0; Z b.x. ^ 0}. 
Let R be the boundary of R in arid define 
k ,x. 
P = inf _ Z x.tn(—) 
x€ZaR ' ' P; 
Then according to Sanov (10), if p€R, 
PlN,Sjj,p} = Ip} _p (4) 
where P(c) ^ p is taken to mean that P(c) can be approximated by a quantity 
whose dominant term is e When this occurs we shall say that P(c) is of 
magnitude p. In other words, for any £ >0 
(-p4^N "* 
and 
e 
(-p-£)N 
0 PIN,S ,p} 
as n approaches ». 
A more explicit computation of p proceeds as follows: Define 
. k k k k 
R- = {x: Z a.x. = 0; Z b.x. = R» . = Ix: Z a.x. = \; Z b.x. = 0} 
J I I ]• I I ^ I I I I I 1 
k\ 
k k k 
B = sup S b.x. subject to xeS and ^ a.*x. = 0 and A = sup ^ a.x. subject to 
xeS and s b.x. = 0. Then 
~ ] I I 
and 
SnR = [ U R, JU[ U R, J 
0^<B 0^<A 
p = minC inf c, . inf c, , } (5) 
Os\<B * ' OsJiCA * 
where 
k 
c. , = inf E x.tn(—) j = 1,2 
Concerning the computation of the c. ^ j=1,2 a straightforward exten-J jA. 
sion of the argument on page 218 of (10) shows that 
c^^^ = cTgC^)) (6) 
where ^(t^^t^) is the natural logarithm of the moment generating function 
of the bivariate distribution F which assigns probabilities p. to the points 
(a.,b.). Also (CTJ(\), a2(^)) is the solution of 
(7) 
Similarly 
*=2A = ^T^(X) - J/)(T,(\), T2(A.)) (8) 
where (T^(X), T2(X) Is the solution of 
k2 
(9) 
0 = aï;*(try|( 
I(T,(\),T2(\)) . 
Next we verify the existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (7)  
and (9);  speci f ical ly,  say,  of  (9) .  
Concerning existence, (T^ (X), T^Ck)) is in fact the minimizing point of 
the moment generating function of the bivariate distribution which assigns 
probability p. to the point (a. - \,b.)> But according to Section B of 
Chapter III, such a finite minimizing point exists if the origin is in thé 
interior of the convex hull of the support of that distribution; i.e., if 
(Â.,0) is in the interior, C(0), of the convex hull, C(li), of the support, 
0, of F. Uniqueness is guaranteed by the convexity argument of Section À 
of Chapter III if the origin is in CCu). This is true because the Jacobian 
of the map in (9) from (1^,12) to 
of matrix i,j = 1,2 of Section A of Chapter III (which we have 
shown to be positive definite for all (TpT2)) and all the assumptions of 
that section are satisfied in this case. 
Finally, if the origin is in C i f l )  then so are all points (X,0) with 
X.e[0,A) and all points (0,X) with \e[0,B). Hence, in summary, if the 
origin is in C(u) then (4) holds with p given by (5), (6) and (8). 
2. Multivariate large deviations for distributions with finite support 
Borovkov and Rogozin (2) have given a very general theory of multi­
variate large deviations featuring the moment generating function. In this 
section we show how a specialization of their results to the case of finite 
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support follows by suitable approximation from the multinomial case. 
Let (X,Y) have a bivariate distribution with finite support Q. Let 
^(tjtp) be the natural logarithm of the moment generating function of this 
distribution. Let A = sup{y:(0,y)6C(n)} and let B = sup{x:(x,0)€C(n)}. 
(Note that by an application of a continuous version of the Duality Theorem 
of linear programming A is also inf g,(s) where g,(s) is the upper envelope 
s . I 
of the set of lines b - ax with (a,b)eQ. Similarly B is also inf g_(s) 
s ^ 
where ggfs) is the upper envelope of the set of lines a - bxwith (a,b)en). 
Also define 
p = min{ inf [\T„(\) - ?/)(T , (x),T-(\))], inf [\cr,(\) - 0(a, (X) ,a,(\))l} 
0^<A ^ ^ 0^<B ' ' ^ 
where T. (\) and CT. (\) i = 1,2 are defined as in Section D.1 of Chapter III. 
Then if the origin is in C(fî) we now show by an approximation to the multi­
nomial case that 
PiX s 0; Y s 0} ^ p . (10) 
The existence and uniqueness of T.(X) and a.(\) i = 1,2 are guaranteed 
analagously to Section D.1 of Chapter Mi by the assumptions. 
Let be a region composed of mutually exclusive squares A.^^^ = 
{(x,y): a.(^) < x ^ a.^^^ + s, b.^^^ < y ^ b.^®^ + s} such that P{A.^^^] > 0 
for each i and the set U A. Q has probability zero. Let (X^^^,Y^^^) have 
t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h a t  a s s i g n s  p r o b a b i l i t y  P [ A . ^ ^ ^ }  5  n . >  0  
to (a.(^),b.(^)), i.e., the probability of the square is.assigned to the 
lower left hand corner. Let m^^^(t^jt2) be the moment generating function 
of (X^^^,Y^^^) and let A^^^ and B^®^ be defined analagously to the defini­
tion of A and B in Section D.1 of Chapter III. Finally, let be defined 
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analagously to the definition of p in Section D.l of Chapter III. 
Then applying arguments essentially used by Chernoff (3) in the one-
dimensional case, it is clear that, given €> 0, there exists an s such 
that 
|p - p(=)| < 6 . (10 
Similarly, let have the probability distribution that 
assigns probability P(A.(^)) 311.^''^ > 0 to + r,b.(^) + r), i.e., 
the probability of each square is assigned to the upper right hand corner. 
Let m^'"^(tj,t2) be the moment generating function of ; define 
as well the corresponding and 
Then given 6 > 0 there exists an r such that 
|p - < 6 . (12) 
Now suppose we take a sample of size N; define X^^^^ = and 
» "î being the number of observations that fall into the 
square Probabilities of various realizations of the n.'s are 
computed according to the distribution P^^^. Similarly define X^^^^ = 
/ \in. _ / \ / \m. 
Sa. 'tt- and ?.. = rb.^ m. being the number of observations that fall 
; I N N y I M l 
into A.(^) with the distribution in question being Then: 
n. /_\n. 
p(s) ~ ^ 2: 0} 
= 2: 0; Y^fs) ^ 0} 
g P{X a 0; Y ^ 0} 
i PfX^fr) 2: 0; Y^fr) ^ o} 
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N = fi ir = 
I) ' (13) 
P 
the first and last equivalences following from Section D.1 of Chapter III. 
Now equation (10) follows from equations (11), (12) and (l3). 
E. Multivariate Large Deviations for Exponential Families 
Consider an exponential family with densities 
PQ(x) = exp{T(x)'0 - 0(0)jh(x) Ge©, T(x)eX 
where i9 and T(x) are k-dimensional vectors j9 = and T(^ = 
(Tj(x),...,T|^(x)), 0 is the natural parameter space and X is a set in Ej^ 
which is not of lower dimension (Le^, is not a hyperplane). © is assumed open. 
Let HgCt) be the natural logarithm of the moment generating function 
of T(^ for ^6®. Then we have 
Lemma 6; mg(^) = 0(e) ^ + 8,e©. 
Pf.: The moment generating function of T(g) is: 
k 
Jexp{ 2 T.(x)(t.+0.) - é(£)}h(x)dx = exp{0(^+e) - «/)(£)}• j=l J J J ~ ~ ~ 
k 
Jexp{^Tj(x)(tj+0j) - ^(&+t)]h(x)dx 
= exp{j/)(t(;0^) - «/>(£)]. q.e.d. 
Consider, analagously to Section D, the map 
a= gradient (m^C^) , 
i.e., 
a = gradient C0(0->-^ - 0(j§)]lj 
= gradient jj Te© - ^  
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= gradient | 
= f(CT) £60 
where 
® - Qq = and a = T + 0 . 
It follows from Theorem 9 iS j  P-52) that second order derivatives of 
mg(^) may be obtained by differentiating under the integral sign. Then 
analagously to Section D of Chapter III the function f maps ge® onto its 
range. A, in a one to one manner. Thus f ' is well-defined over A. 
It follows from the general considerations of Borovkov and Rogozin 
that, as in the cases treated in Section D of Chapter III, the large devia­
tions of T = (f|,...,T^)(f. = -^ Z Tj(x.)) to a point a for parameter are 
governed by 
I(â>â) = inf Ca'X - m.(t)] 
1 & 
It will be of use in Chapter IV to note the explicit expression 
+ Hê) - 0 
which is derived below. 
The minimizing ^ is the solution of 
a = gradient m (t)I 
fo f&o * 
Î. e. ^  
4, = - fi ' 
Hence 
"(A,a) = a'(&)-&] - +&) - 0(0)] 
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Finally, we note that, from the discussion of existence in Section D 
of Chapter III, A = C(X). 
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IV. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY AND MINIMAXNESS 
A. Asymptotic Optimality of a Certain Likelihood Ratio Procedure 
Of the two difficulties mentioned in Section B of Chapter 11, only 
the second has been removed by the procedure suggested there, in order to 
study the asymptotic properties of the obtained in Section B of Chapter 
11J and avoid the first difficulty we shall introduce a new test function 
8(x) which is suggested by the three possible ô^'s. We would like to show 
that, asymptotically at least its risk is equivalent to that of 5^ in the 
sense that: 
max Rj(6,j) 
inf max R,(6,j) ' 
" ôeB' j ' 
where 
max{nfj(x.),nf2(Xj)} 
6 ( x , =  I * *  >  1  .  ( 2 )  
I n n 
nf-Cx.) 
I " ' 
We will actually show that: 
maxRj(^,j) max Rj(6,j) 
max inf RX6,j) max R,(6wp ^ 
n j geg, I n . I Nr,j+i 
But 
max inf R,(5,j) ^ max inf R,(ôjP) = inf max R,(5,p) = inf max R,(5jj)•(4) 
j 6 P Ô 6 P 6 j 
Thus if (3)  holds 
max R,(6,j) 
'r inf max R,(6,J) ^ ' <=' 
" 6 j ' 
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On the other hand since 6eB' 
max R,(6,j) s inf max R,(6,j) 
j 6€B' j 
or - , 
max ,6,j) 
inf maxR,(6,j) ^ 
" 6eB' j ' 
and (5) and (6) are equivalent to (1). What we have shown is that if 
max Rj(6,j) 
n "4* Kl(*NP,j+l'j) 
then (1) holds. If equation (1) holds we shall say that 6 'S asymptotical 
minimax. If equation (7) holds (and this is what we will prove under 
certain conditions) we shall say that 6 is asymptotically optimal because 
it is asymptotically equivalent in terms of the risk to one of the Neyman-
Pearson test functions. Thus,if g is asymptotically optimal then it's 
asymptotically minimax. 
To evaluate the risk we first note that Rj(6,j) is the sum of the 
probabilities of Type I and II errors in testing HgZfg vs. H^rfj^j. Thus 
n 
letting L(fj ) = (x.), we may rewrite R^(s,j) as a sum of bivariate 
probabi1i ties: 
^ max{L(f,),L(f2)3 max{L(f,)^LCf,)} 
R,(6,j) = 1%?^ < '} + ffl > 15 
L(f,) L(f,) L(f.) L(f,) 
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L(f,) L(f ) L(f ) L(f,) 
''fo^Lîf^^ Lig"^ 
j = 0,1 . (8) 
The formula we are using here is: 
p|^max(AjB) ^ ^ j = p{max(A,B) = A and ^ > 1} + P{max(A,B) = B and ^ > 1}. 
Similarly we may express the risks of the Neyman-Pearson tests as: 
L(f,) L(f. ,) L(f ) L(f ) ^ 
*l(GNP,j+1'j) " > '' Llfg) ^ %+/LTfp' < 1; U^Q)  
L(f ) L(f..,) L(f ) L(f +) 
''fjlj(fp"> '' L(y ^ ""fQ^irçr< 'î L(fo) ^ 
j = 0,1 . (9) 
We note that: 
1) each of these bivariate probabilities could, by reversing 
likelihoods, be stated as the probability that two likelihood 
ratios are greater than I; 
2) by taking logs each term could be converted into the probability 
that two sums of independent, identically distributed random 
variables (or, dividing by n, two means) are greater than zero; 
3) in equation (8) (with j=0 or I) and equation (9) (with j= 0 or I) 
two terms are identical. 
We shall say that one bivariate probability dominates another if the p 
for the former is greater than the p for the latter. Then its clear that: 
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Lemma 1 ; If identical terms dominate max (Z,j) and max R|(&^p then 
as n -• « 
max R,(6,j) 
I ^ 1 
max R|(6NP,j+1'j) 
The above lemma, while useful, is rather restrictive. A more general case 
is that in which the dominant terms in max Rj(6,j) and max R|(6|^p have 
the same p but are not identical. In this situation 
max R,(ô,j) pig 
n *|(*NP,j+1'j) 'n p"m 
= lim-jf , 
n n 
which generally will not be 1. 
This could be avoided if we had, instead of using R|(6,j) in Section B 
of Chapter 11, used 
RgtG,]) = tn R,(5,j) (10) 
as our risk function. Using only the fact that tnx is a monotonie increas­
ing function we could now, by mimicking the above methods, prove everything 
that we did there with this new risk function. In addition we can show 
that for any p, 0 < p < 1 
tn[p"l ] ntnp + tnl 
= 1 .  (11) 
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First of all the limit must exist since by Lemmas 4 and 5 (Section C of 
Chapter 111) p" is the dominant part of P{X^ ^ 0; ^ O], I.e., the domi­
nant term of the numerator which is a sum of two terms is the same as the 
dominant term of the denominator. Secondly if 
n-fcnp + tnl^ 
n-tnp + tnl • ~ ® ' 
n n 
then for large n 
ntnp + tnl = c[ntna + tnl'] 
n n [ 
or 
which since C is a constant contradicts the fact that n^np is the dominating 
term of both the numerator and denominator of the above equation in which 
the risk was used. Thus (II) holds, i.e., (1) holds more generally with 
the risk being instead of Rj. 
However in the two examples we present we will be able to show that 
6 is asymptotically optimal by using either or the weaker R^. 
A particularly simple large deviation formula obtains if we consider 
the bivariate normal distribution, say of a random variable (X^Xg) with mean 
(0,0) and covariance matrix I. If we take a sample of size n, >fn(Xy,X^ has 
the same distribution. We may compute the probability of any "wedge" in Eg 
produced by the intersection of two half spaces by finding the distance, say 
D, from the origin to the point of the wedge closest to the origin, i.e. 
Theorem 1: Suppose \/n(X^,X2) has a bivariate normal distribution with mean 
A and covariance matrix I. The probability of any wedge not containing the 
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origin can be approximated by 
P(n)e"0^^2 (12) 
where for large enough n there exist constants Kj, Kg and £ > 0 such that 
K, K 
iqrg- < P(n) < i/2_6 
n n 
Pf.: If the point closest to (0,0) say (D^D^) is on either the VnX^ or 
VnXg axis we can rotate the wedge by 45° (i.e., multiply /^(X^jXg) by 
j^(_j |) which will not change the distribution or the probability). Thus 
we can assume D. / 0 i=l,2. There are two possibilities. (1) (DpDg) is 
on an edge of the wedge; or (2) (O^Dg) is at the vertex of the wedge. 
(1) Suppose the equations of the two half spaces are 
a^vTn X^ + a^n X^ s a^ 
a^Vn X^ + Xg 3 
We can assume without loss of generality that (D^Dg) is on the edge 
a^v/n X^ + a^n X^ = a^, i.e., a^D^ + agDg = aty From above we see that 
DyDg and 0 = will characteristically be constant multiples of sTn 
(e.g., Xj + = 14* v/n X^ + v/n Xg = "/n). Clearly 
P{aj>/n X^ + a^vTn X^ 2: a^; a^vTn Xj + Xg ^ a^} ^ P[a^n X^ + a^ X^ ^ 
Now we perform a rotation ("/n X^, Vn X^) -» (y^^yg) so that the half plane 
whose probability we're calculating becomes {(YiaY^^'Yi ^ c]. We know that 
the probability of the half plane and the (bivariate normal) distribution 
are unchanged by any rotation. Also,since (0,0) was not in the Wedge and 
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since (DjjD^) is on an edge,it's clear (geometrically) that (0,0) is not 
in the half-plane ajvTn Xj + a^/n ^ a^ which means c > 0. Furthermore 
since distances remain invariant under rotations c = D, the distance from 
the origin to the half-plane. This means that: 
Ffa^sTn Xj + a^n X^ 2: a^} = P[y, 2 Dj 
Since (y^yj) has the bivariate normal distribution with mean jO and covari-
ance matrix I y^ has the standard N(0,1) distribution and if we use a 
tail area approximation for this distribution (6, p.166) 
i.e., 
2 
P{ajN/Ti X, + a^n X^ ^ a^; a^n X, + a^n X^ ^ a^} ^ e"*^ 
On the other hand, since (D^^Dg) is on an edge of the wedge we can 
imbed a small rectangle with vertices (DifDg), (D^ + ^,0^), (D^Dg + ^), 
(D^ + + ^) in the wedge. Since D. = \/n'constant we take ^ = 
v/n*constant. We know that the probability of the above rectange is smaller 
than the probability of the wedge. Since Vn X^ and /n Xg are independent 
variables the probability of this rectangle is equal to the product of the 
(univariate) probabilities of its sides. Suppose Dj > 0. Then using the 
above approximation twice: 
P{D, < v/n X, < D, + A,3 = P{D, < ^  Xj - P[D, + A, < ^ /n X,} 
, -D^/2 ; -(D,+2^)^/2 
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. , -of/: 
because Aj = ^/n 6j6 > 0, which makes the second term on the right hand side 
negligible with respect to the first when n is large. If < 0 
PCDj < /n X| < D, + 4^] = P{- D| - X; < -D,] 
, -(-D,-A,)2/2 
T^îtT-oj-ÂjT ^ 
. I 
Similarly if Dg > 0 
r- - I -D2/2 
PfDj < X2 < Dj + 4^} = e 
Therefore 
r r - r - r - r- , i PCa,Vn X, + a/n X^ za^; afn X, + a^n X^ ^ a^} ^ ' 
, -0^/2 (14) 
= zTfD^Djr® 
Equations (I3) and (l4) imply 
2 
2,|D,0^| ®'° ^ *1 + =2^" *2 ^3- V" *1 + *2 ^ ®6l 
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Since we can set D. = /n L. i = 1,2, L. = constant, we may write: 
-n(L?+L?)/2 
P{a,Vn + a^n & a^; a^Vn Xj + a^ X^ g a^} = p(n) e ^ ^ 
M") e-"'/' ('5) 
,U PI"' '"-".jTLjJ 
(2) Now the closest point of the wedge is at the vertex. Since the origin 
is not in the wedge it is not in at least one of the half-planes whose inter­
section forms the wedge. Proceeding as in (l) we may use the probability of 
this half-plane as an upper bound for the probability of the wedge (equation 
(13)). 
On the other hand by taking points which are inside the wedge and just 
a little farther from the origin than the closest point we can construct a 
sequence of-rectangles of the type considered in (1) such that the approxi­
mate probability of one of them is 
where if >0 > 0 ^2k^ ^2 D as k -• » or if Dj < 0 
> 0 ^2k^^2 D|^ as k -» o> etc. Therefore for any D' > D 
and corresponding D|, D^XDj,Dp is in the wedge 
2 
PCaj/n X, + a/n \ s a^; a/n X, + afn X^  ^
which means that equation (12) is a valid approximation in this case also. 
C| • d* 
If we wished to calculate these probabilities for a bivariate normal 
distribution with non-zero mean we would just translate the (>/n X,,>/n X.) 
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plane so that the origin was at (>/n lijjv/n [ig) to reduce this to the 
previous case. This corresponds to measuring distances (i.e., 
fromvTn ji in the original (v/ri Xj, Vn Xg) space. 
Utilizing this result we can now prove equation (3) for a special case. 
Theorem 2: Suppose fj(Xj,X2) i = 0,1,2 are bivariate normal distributions 
with distinct means i = 0,1,2 and covariance matrix I. Also suppose 
that d(jXQ,{ij) ^ where d represents Euclidean distance. Then 
maxRj('ô,j) 
Pf.t We may without loss of generality suppose that d(|iQ,ji^) < dtUgfW#) 
From the above we see that for a sample of size n we must consider the eight 
sets in the sample space satisfying the following pairs of inequalities 
L(f,) L(f,) 
'2' "^'0' 
L(f,) L(f,) 
L(f,) L(f,) 
irçr> ' 
L(f,) L(f,) 
UfJ"^ ' 
L(f,) Lff,) 
L(f,) L(f ) 
L(f,) L(f,) 
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L(f,) L(f ) 
Llf,! < 'i ' • 
We note that 
L(f,) , , 
mp-> l<=^exp{-+ 2 ^ ' 
<=>d(X,^P > d(X,{X,) 
4=^d(/n X, vTn (ig) > dCvTn X, >/n |Xj) 
t h Denoting the i set above A. we may write: 
Aj = [X:d(\/n XjJn j^j) < d('/n X^sTn d(/n ^ /fn jij) > d^/h Wg)} 
Ag = lX:d(N/n X f^n > d(Jn X^Vn d(/n X,/n jXj) > d(/n X^vTn j 
Aj = {X:d(/n X,</n jx^) < dCvTn X^Vn j^) ; d(/n Xjfn < d(/n Xj\/n j^)j 
A^ = |.X:d(v/n X,s/n > d^/n XjvTn j^); d(/n ^v/n < d(\/n ^vTn } 
Ag = {XrdCvTn X^Vn jij) < d(«/n X,/n ji^); d(/n X/Tn > d(/n ^Vn (^)} 
Ag = {X.-dCvTn Xj/n jAj) > d(Vn X^/n ji^); df/n X,\/n j^) > d(/n ^vTn i^p)} 
Ay = {X;d(«Jn X,V^n < d^ X,Vn ; d(/n Xjfn jig) < X,Vn j^) } 
Ag = [X:d(/n X,Vn > d(/n Xj\/n X^\/n < d(/n ^vTn j 
With this notation: 
R,(6,0) = P^{A,3 + Pf^CAg] + Pf^CAj} + Pf^CAg] . 
Now since d^(Jn xjTn y) = nd^(x,y) and since the minimum distance from 
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This minimum distance is achieved at one point, halfway along the line 
fromsTn tosTn |ij. Consider the set Ag. XeAg d(Jn X,\/n -jLj) > 
d(Jn x/" j^). Since Kz is outside the circle of 
radius \/n centered at Vn On the other hand b is inside this 
circle and d(bj\/n jIq) = ,|JLq). Thus dihi^n < d(b,\/n p-g), i.e., 
b i Ag. Also 
AgOAg = [X:d(v/n X,s/n jij) > d(Vn X,\/n |^)} 
>r 
and the minimum distance fromv/n |Jlj to Ag is —^(|jiQ,|i.p which again is 
achieved only at b. Thus the minimum distance from v/n to Ag is greater 
than 
By similar reasoning: 
P^^CAj} 
From the second condition defining Ag: 
Pf^CAg} ^ Kg s 2 
Similarly: 
R,(6,l) = Pf [A,] + P. [A,] + P. CA3} + P. {Ag} 
I ^2 2 0 0 
and from the second condition defining A^: 
Pf^{Ai} ~ Kg ^ ~ dQiofP-g) 
Also from the second condition defining A^: 
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There are two dominant terms in R^(^,0) each of magnitude-^(jJiQ ,|i^) whereas 
there is only one such term in R^(6,l) which means that for large n 
max R(^,j) = R(6,0) 
j 
Turning to the Neyman-Pearson risks 
If we proceed similarly to when we evaluated {A^} we obtain: 
Pf^CAzl ~ Kg > ^  
Pf^{A^} ~ Kg > -J d(tlQ,tl,) 
Similarly 
*l(GNP,2'') PfqCA?] 
From the second condition defining A^: 
Pf^fAs^ ~ *^10 ^ 2 
From the second condition defining Ay: 
PfqfA?^ ~ *^11 ^ 2 
Thus there are two dominating terms in R^ts^p j^O) each of magnitude 
\ d(|iQ,|i,j). All terms in R|(ô^p 2/*) ^^e of smaller magnitude, i.e., for 
large n 
max R,(6Hp,j+i*j) = *(GNP,l'°) 
= Pf {A, 3 + Pf (A ] . 
' 0 ^ 
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In addition when n is large 
max R,(6,j) = R(6,0) 
j 
=  P f { A } + P  { A }  .  
^1 ' ^0 ^ 
The last two equations imply: 
max RjCôaj) 
lim—'—5—7: rr = 1 
n I^^NPJ+I'J^ 
If d(|^,|ju2) < we use the same procedure to obtain this result. . , 
q.e.d. 
It is natural to assume that this result also holds when = 
dQi^fiig) ' However if we calculate the above probabilities now we get: 
~ 2 '''iio'iii' 
Pf^tAg} ~ K|2 > 2 ("(Kl'Ko* 
Pf^CAj) „ j 
Pf^CAg} = I dbot,) 
Pf^{A,} ~ 1^13 > 2 ""Ko'ttl' 
Pf^tAg) ~ Y = 2 ''(So'tl* • 
Thus R(6,0) and RC^^l) each have three dominant terms of the same magnitude. 
Furthermore two of these terms are identical and the third terms (P^ [Ag] 
and P, {A,}) are equal by the symmetry of their definitions and of the problem, 
i.e., Thus: 
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max Rj(6,j) = R,(6,0) 
j 
= (6j 1) 
Howeverj if we calculate the probabilities involved in R](ô^p we get: 
Pf ^ {Aj} ~ Ki4 > 2 
Pf^CA^} ~ K,5> :2 
PfgtAgl ~ K|6 ^  2 
Pf^fA?} - > Y d&LQjPg) 
R^Côj^p |;0) and R^(6^p g/*) each have two dominant terms of the same order. 
Furthermore by using the symmetry argument above we can show that these 
probabilities are equal pairwise (i.e. P- {A.} = P_ {A«} and P_ {A,} = TQ 3 Tq O Tj I 
Pf fAg}) and we have: 
max R^(6Npj+,3j) = R](6NP,|'0) 
If we try to verify equation (5) in this case 
" !% R,(M) 
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= lîm 
P {A } + 2P [A } 
:  ^ V , 5 .  P  J A 3 I  
 ^ 1 
sir.ce both of these probabilities are of the same order. We note that this 
limit will be 1 if we use the risk function Rg(ô,j) instead of Rj(6jj). 
We will illustrate Theorem 2 with an example. Let fQ(x) = f^Cx^^x^) 
be a N[(j) ,2J density, f^ (x) a N[(^) ,s] density and f^W a N[(q),s] 
1 1/2 density where E = ( ^ ). Let us initially consider the Type I error proba­
bilities: 
L(f_) L(fi) ] n 1 " , 
Let 
Y| 2*2 " ^ *1 
*2 ° i*l " *2 • 
Then, under f^ 
In order to obtain random variables with mean zero the above probability 
may be rewritten: 
Pfqt^ 2^ 1' n ^^^2;+ 2^ ^ 2^ • 
In order to put the covariance matrix in the desired form we apply the 
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transformation 
.^K ^ , .664 .470x/l + 3/2 
IZg/ 1-.460 -.326'^2 + 1/2^ 
which yields 
or 
(%) ~ «O'ï ï 'J 
z ,  _  
ml) ~ nl (%),!] 
and the above probability is transformed into the probability of a wedge in 
the (vTn vTn Z^) plane. The point in the wedge which is closest to the 
origin is (.218 vTn, -.SllvTn). Thus 
D = n/(.218 /n)^ + (-.311 \/n)^ 
= >/. I44n 
and 
jOpD^I = .067 >fn 
so that, for large n 
Proceeding similarly we may approximate the other probabilities: 
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-fj 
< I; 
> 1; 
< I; 
> 1; 
> 1; 
< 1; 
< 1; 
-.219n 
< 1} = Pf^(n)e 
< 1} = pj(n)e"-'59" 
< 1} = Pg(n)e -.347n 
< 1} = Py(n)e -.076n 
-.223n 1} = Pgtnle 
< 1} = Pg(n)e- 1*7" 
> I) = • 
Using these we may write out the asymptotic expressions for R|C6ij) and 
I63n. R,(5,0) = Pgfnle ''*J"+p^(n)e *^'^"+P^(n)e -'072n+p^^^)g-.122n 
R,(6,I) = Pg(n)e"''59"+eg^n)e"'347n+p^(n)e"'072"+P2(n)er''22n 
R,(6Mp,, ,0)  = P; (n)e- ' *7G"+P4(n)e- '2 '9"+eg(n)e- '%:3n+p^(n)e- .072n 
R,(6^p 2^1) = Pg(n)er'l59n+pg(n)e--l67n+p^(^)g-.l22n+p^^(n)g-.i63n 
from which it's clear that, asymptotically 
R](6|^p^l*0) - R^ (^jO) - RyCô»!) > '^I^®NP,2'^^ 
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max R,(?,j) ^ R^d^O) 
n n 
J 
= 1 
This example is an illustration of a more general result: 
Theorem 1 ; Suppose f.(x,,x_) are bivariate normal distributions with j 1 2 
distinct means {j,jj j=0,1,2 and positive definite covariance matrix Z. Also 
suppose that 
^ ^ ^!ioo"ii22^' ^ fe)o1i22^ (^7) 
where T is chosen so that T ET' = I. Then 
max Rj(6,j) 
J 
Pf.: The probabilities we must compute to evaluate R,(ô,j) and R,(6md 
L(f ) L(f,) /Kfg) ' NP,J+I 
concern inequalities of the ratios y , ^ and ^ . We shall 
denote the random variable X whose distribution is f by Xjf. We also define 
V = T X  
^ # 
Then if X has distribution f.(x) 
~ J ~ 
N[p._l] j = 0,1,2 
which we will denote by f.'(y) 
J ~ 
Now 
L(f,) 
fj - expC- j ^(2;-K„)'Z''(X;-%, ,)+ 
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= expf- { Z(Tx.-T|i,,) ' (T')-^Z-4-\Tx.-T|i^,) + 
= expC-^ 2(yj-tJLj)'(Yj-jJ-,) + 2(y5"M-2^ ' 
Thus this likelihood ratio (and, by the same method, the other two) is 
equal to a likelihood ratio involving random variables whose bivariate 
normal distribution has covariance matrix I. This means that our problem 
has been reduced to the question of whether equation (18) holds when we are 
considering the densities fg', f^' and This has already been answered 
in the affirmative by Theorem 2 whenever d(|^' ') ¥ Equation 
(17) is equivalent to this condition, q.e.d. 
Our second example is a special case of Section D.1 of Chapter Ml in 
which 6 is asymptotically optimal. Suppose fQ(x), f^(x) and f2(x) are 
three trinomial populations with probabilities p. for f^, q. for f^ and r. 
3 3 3 
for fg, i = 1,2,3. We have Ep. = Zq. = ^r. = I where e.g. p. is taken to 
be the probability of an event g. when fQ(^ is the true distribution. If 
we consider n trimonial trials and denote by m. the number of times g. 
occurred then Z m.=n. We may equivalently speak of the proportion of times 
' .m. 
the event g. occurred, v. = ^ i = 1,2,3. All points v = (v^fVgfVg) are 
members of the set 
S = Cv:v. ^0 i = 1,2,3 S V; = 1} 
] I 
which is a simplex in Ey One likelihood ratio in this case is: 
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m. m m 
r. To r. ^ L(fJ m,!m_!m_! 'l '3 
L(f,) m, Mg 
m^înijim^! *^2 *^3 
3 r 
<=•2 m. tn ^  s 0 
I ' 
3 r. 
V. tn — s 0 
1 ' 9; 
L(f:) 
with similar expressions being obtained for j = 1,2. Thus the proba­
bilities we are interested in computing are of the type: 
I 
3 3 
Pf Cs a.v. s 0; Z b.Vj 2= 0} j = 0,1,2 , 
j ' ' 
i.e., the same form as the probabilities which we approximated in Section 
D.1 of Chapter III. 
Let us take a specific example with 
~(*2,«3j«5) 
(qpq2'^3^ = (.6,. 15,. 25) 
(ri,r2,r3) = (.5,.35,.15) 
Then if we calculate the magnitude of each term in RjCs^j) and Rj(6j^p j+j'J) 
j = 0,1 we obtain: 
R,(6,0) _ .098 + .090 + .091 + .097 
R,(6,l) ~ .087 + .092 + .091 + .097 
Rl(6np,,,0) _ .090 + .098 + .097 + .109 
*l(*NP,2'') ~ '087 + .103 + .091 + .095 
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where the numbers on the right hand sides of the above equations represent 
the magnitudes of the bivariate probabilities composing this risk (see 
equations (8) and (9) in this section). Since the largest numbers denote 
the smallest magnitudes and since the two terms of magnitude .08? are 
identical 
R,(6^p^,,0) = R,(ô,0) ^ R,(6,1) = R,(6np 2^0 ~ -08? 
or 
n "r"NP,j+r-" n max R,(6wo -iJ) V" R,(5Mo „1) 
= 1 
Our asymptotic considerations have reduced the small sample problem to 
a multiple decision problem, i.e., considering fg^f^ and f^ but not mixtures 
of them. Considering which densities are used in computing the probabilities 
composing the risks we may rewrite Rj(8,j) as R|(6,fg,fj^^). Then letting 
Q-u) denote the set of "distinct" densities contained in H^(n-U) = Cfpf2}) 
and letting od denote the set consisting of the single density which composes 
we may write equation (3) in the form 
max max 
f^ eu) f.en-o) ' " J 
where 6/- , \ is the Neyman-Pearson (or likelihood ratio) test of f^, vs. f.. 
^To,TjJ u J 
Now suppose that u) contains I elements and Q-u) contains J elements. We can 
repeat the procedure at the beginning of this section. First we define 
6(xj,...,x^) by 
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max {L(fj)} 
f.6U) J 
= I <##. 'max > ' 
g. en-u) * 
Then we can expand RjCTjgpfj) and R|(6^g ^ jjOj/j) analagously to equations 
(8) and (9). There are now 2IJ terms in the expansions each of which can be 
written as the probability of each of I + J - 1 likelihood ratios being 
greater than I; hence each is the probability that a certain (l+J-1)-
variate mean lies in the first orthant. Again any numerator (i.e., 
R{(6,g|,fj) for;any i and j) and any denominator (i.e., (^(g. 
for any i and j) of the extension of equation (I) to this case have terms in 
common. The number of shared terms is 2IJ. We can use the multivariate 
generalizations of the bivariate methods of Chapter ill to calculate these 
probabilities. If numerator and denominator have identical dominating 
terms then: 
max max R,(6,g.,f.) 
g. 6 (u f .eO-u) ' •' 
B. Asymptotic Minimaxness in Exponential Families 
Recalling the discussion in Section E of Chapter III with X convex and 
following Borovkov and Rogozin we define (for J060) A , 6 A by 
where I (&f^) i s given in Section E of Chapter III. For a set DC A we 
define: 
Q = inf{L:p.(A^j^ n D) > 0} > 0 
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where |pL is Lebesque measure. 
Suppose (1) by convoluting T enough times we obtain a random variable 
with bounded density(which is probably true) and (2) we have order 
contact" between 0 and the boundary of A , (in the sense of (2)). U # V 
Then, assuming the results of Borovkov and Rogozin, 
PgfTEDj = . (20) 
Two simplifications of this formula are usually possible. The first 
replaces ^ by 
J0,D = D ¥ 0] (21) 
= inf I(â,a) 
aeD 
and the second replaces J _ by 
0.1 y 
'(W (22) 
for0= D n CD where CD is the complement of D. 
Note that, when f(^ is in the closure of CD, version (22) of J 
actually follows from (i.e., is equal to) version (21). This will be the 
case for the regions considered in connection with the likelihood ratio 
procedure below. 
To show that versions (21) and (22) are equivalent we can show that 
inf I(8,a) = inf l(y,a). This can be seen as follows: Suppose not. Then 
acD 
inf I(0,a) < inf (9,a) and = say inf I(8,a) -6=1 - 6- By the contin-
uity of 1(0,a) there is an a in D-J& such that I(9,a) = T  - 4. On the 
other hand continuity also guarantees that there is an a in the interior 
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of CO with I ) = I - because l(j0if(0^)) = 0 and 
inf I (j9*£) = 1 • (23) 
as# 
Thus contains ^ and Hence, since it is shown in (2) and (5) 
that the sets A. , are convex, it follows that all points a on the line â,L 
segment connecting.^' and a have I ( j 9 ^  T  - But this contradicts 
equation (23). 
We now proceed to indicate the asymptotic minimax nature of 6.In the 
exponential case. We consider disjoint compact hypotheses (i.e., sets) 
and in © and critical regions 1 for T in A. 
Our remarks, given in the form of three lemmas will pertain only to 
"smooth" (H ,H.,K0 In the sense that version J" _ of equation (22) may be 
O M U 
used in equation (20) for 0 = 8^ and all In and In equation (20) for 
D = clR and all Q in We note that the test % can be related to this 
situation by considering two elements and Then 
I 442% • I t'ti ' 
£1 T=a 
L. (x) being proportional to the likelihood of % when sampling from a den-
~I 
sity which Is a member of the exponential family with parameter j|. 1=0,1. 
Thus the curve ^ which we will refer to hence is the boundary of the 
critical region (and of the acceptance region) of the test 6* Similarly 
the curve^ is the boundary of the critical region of the test 5. 
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Lemma 1: Consider the a-locus In A JL= fa: minfa'S - = 
'  rw _ 
eeH^ 
~ o 
•"'"Cà'â " Then Is also given by = (_a: mini (9,^ = min l(0,*a)j. 
eeH» ~ eeH ~ eeH. ~ 
A/  ^ m-f  ^
Pf.: This follows because of the definition of l(jB,^, the compactness of 
H 
o 
and and since for any two functions of say fj and fg 
min f, (ig) = min f_(6) min[f, W+M] = min[f,(9)+M"1 
"o "A "o "a 
where M is any constant, q.e.d. 
Let P(a) = min 1 (G^a) = min I (8,a), Then 
Lemma 2; Suppose that in^ P(^) Is achieved at a e/&. Let A be a smooth 
aet ~ ~ 
curve In A "separating'^ and Then 
inf l(e,a) ^ Inf I (£,a) = P(a*) . (24) 
aeA ae* 
8SH,U H, 
Pf.: With regard to the equality in equation (24) 
inf l(A,a) = inf, [ min '(â>a)] 
ee/i ae^ UH 
= inf [mln[mln I(6,a), min l(0,a)j] 
36% "n ~ ~ "A ~ 
~ O A 
= inf [mln£p(^,p(a) j] 
aeA 
by Lemma 1 and the definition of P(a). This quantity is the same as Inf^ 
* 
3(^ which,by the statement of the Lemma,Is P(^ ). 
Define Iq(;b)= inf I (^^ with a similar definition of l^^a). Also 
A^"o 
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define A„ , = (a: 1^W ^ J] with , similarly defined. Let us consider 
o' ~ A' * 
Au o/ *\ and A„ *\. By the definition of a we can see that the only Ho^P^a ) ) 
point (points) of intersection of A^ of *\ and A„ *\ is (are) on the 
boundaries of the two sets, i.e., points ^ such that IgCâ) = l^(aj = 
P(^*). If/^is any other curve "separating" and there are two 
possibilities: (l)/&runs through the interior of A^^ ,p(a*) interior 
of A|^ p(a*) both. Let ^ be any point in ^ which is in the interior of 
Au of *\ or the interior of A„ of *\ Since "a is a particular point of 
inf l(S^a) = min{inf lQ(a), inf l^(a) j 
8^"oU "a 
^ min llo@^'A©i 
= 'o® 
say. Thus £ 6 A^ P(a*)" the min had been equal to l^(£) then 
a e Ah ) We conclude that Iq(^ ^ ~ P(^). (2) â does not 
pass through the interior of A„ o/,*\orof A„ From our remark Ho^PVa J '  * 
about the intersection of A„ Q/ *% and A„ a/ *\ we see that a e^. there 
are three cases. First, if 
inf l(0,a) 
9s"oU"A 
is achieved at ^ then it is equal to 
inX, !(&,=). 
S.^  
&eH^U 
Alternately if this inf is achieved at a point outside of both A^ p(a*) 
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and A„ at then it would be greater than P(a*) which is a contradiction 
(^*6/^). Finally if the inf is achieved on the boundary of ,p(a*) 
Ah p(a*) then it is equal to . q.e.d. 
From Lemma 2 we immediately have that for any ©qe 6^ 6 
Lemma 3: inf LminlI (e^^a), • (j9,*a)}1 ^ [minC I , 1 Câj^S) 
~ m.^ A 
for any "separating" curve ^. 
If we have the finite and considered in Lemma 3 the probability 
of Type I error of a test 6 of vs. may be written Ci{^(6,9q) and the 
probability of Type II error may be written n denoting the sample 
size. Finally, returning to the and considered in Lemma 2 we can 
state the minimax property given there in terms of the risk R^. 
Theorem k Consider any ft with smooth^ in A. Given any pair 1) 
Si  ^ "o-âl ' "a ° (%'%') % ® "o' AÏ ^ "a that: 
tnÇq^(?.£•) 4. P„(6.ej)] 
r • p„(6.avn 
Pf.; From Lemma 3 
inf[min[l(e^,a), I (fi,,a)31 ^  inf[minlI (ÔQ,a), ]] 
a# 
Therefore given (âo>£'j) ^ 
iof min I (6'.',a) 6 inf min I (8! 
Thus from equation (20) we have the desired result, q.e.d. 
1 ,  
2, 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
n 
12 
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